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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FINE1 Task 4.3 is responsible to assess the overall energy reduction on the S2R TDs and SPDs.
This deliverable D4.7 documents the final round of energy KPI evaluation; for a better
understanding it also briefly describes the data gathering and evaluation process of energy KPIs
and the collaboration between FINE1 and the open call project OPEUS.
During the FINE1 T4.2 data gathering rounds, S2R TDs have been evaluated concerning their
impact on energy demand of the railway system. Valuable quantified feedback were mainly
supplied by rolling stock related TDs. Inputs to calculate potential energy savings were available
for different measures to reduce train mass, for example by lighter doors, brakes and composite
carbody. Also for innovative traction components (SiC converters, independently rotating motorwheel-system) inputs have been provided to FINE1. The impacts of driver assistant systems and
optimized driving strategies on energy demand have been analyzed by our open call partner
project OPEUS, and an infrastructure related study on smart power supply for single-side fed
catenary has been performed by a FINE1 member.
In accordance with the FINE1 description of action we integrated the available inputs into one
dataset per SPD in order to calculate the overall energy saving potential when the respective
technologies are applied in combination. Hence the energy KPI analysis presented here mainly
shows savings due to mass reductions and SiC converter efficiency improvements.
For the integrated energy KPIs per SPD the resulting energy savings range between 3.5% for
SPD Intercity and 9.1% for SPD Regional 140. In Metro / Tram SPDs the application of weight
saving measures caused a comparably low reduction of mass (-0.51% in both cases). Anyway,
although this already resulted in 0.4% energy savings for Metro SPD and 0.2% for Tram SPD the
improvement of energy KPI due to S2R mass reductions is negligible. In these two SPDs a
separate assessment of SiC converter technology was performed, showing the potential of SiC
converter application with 1.7% energy savings for Metro SPD and 2.7% for Tram SPD.
The study on driver assistance systems, driving strategies and related energy management
exposed for all SPDs a high potential to reduce energy demand on train level. Principally
beneficial for these solutions is the relatively low effort in terms of system integration and
hardware modifications, because the solution is mainly a software based management system.
SiC converters have a strong effect on energy demand. In AC traction systems the series
connections of line and motor converters leverages additional energy reductions, if SiC converters
are used. In general, the secondary effects in traction drives and transformers lead to a significant
increase in overall traction chain efficiency, hence a positive effect on LCC by decreasing traction
energy demand and increasing the amount of recuperated brake energy.
As a conclusion for FINE1 the main results produced during the project lifetime are:





Successful development and application of a methodology, process and tool to assess
S2R technologies in terms of their impact on energy demand;
Reference scenarios and system platform datasets describing the energy baseline have
been defined and distributed in S2R. First they have been mainly used for the evaluation
of energy KPI, but now they are also applied as a standard reference in other S2R projects
(IMPACT, X2RAIL-3, …) ;
A sophisticated energy simulation tool for application in the S2R environment was
implemented, validated and deployed in close collaboration between FINE1 and OPEUS;
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S2R energy expert network was established, connecting people and topics throughout
S2R technological and cross-cutting activities;
Standardization of energy performance assessment was supported by participation in the
development of EN50591 “Specification and verification of energy consumption for railway
rolling stock”. In April 2019 the standard was sent to CEN/CENELEC for publication.
Complementary to the standardization work a proposal for energy labelling of railway
rolling stock was developed and published.

Last, but not least: Integrated energy KPIs for the four S2R SPDs have been quantified and
published for further usage in the S2R KPI models (this deliverable).
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Acronym
AC

Definition
Alternating Current

ATO

Automatic Train Operation

CEN

European Committee for Standardization

CENELEC

European Committee for electrotechnical standardization

DAS

Driver Assistance System

DC Link

Direct current intermediate circuit

FACTS

Flexible-AC-Transmission-System

FINE1

S2R project “Future Improvements in Noise and Energy”, GA No. 730818

HIL

Hardware-in-the-Loop

HST

High speed train

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning

IP

Innovation Programme

IWRG

Independent Wheel Running Gear

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LCC

Life Cycle Cost

MFT

Medium Frequency Transformer

OPEUS

PMSM

S2R project “Modelling and strategies for the assessment and
OPtimisation of Energy USage aspects of rail innovation”, GA No. 730827
S2R project “Cost-efficient and reliable trains, including high-capacity
trains and high-speed trains”, GA No. 730668
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor

S2R

Shift to Rail

SiC

Silicon Carbide

SPD

System platform demonstrator

TCMS

Traction Control and Monitoring System

TD

Technical Demonstrator

TMS

Traffic Management System

VCTS

Virtually Coupled Train Sets

X2RAIL-3

S2R project “Advanced Signalling, Automation and Communication
System (IP2 and IP5) – Prototyping the future by means of capacity
increase, autonomy and flexible communication”, GA No. 826141
Work Package

PINTA

WP
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1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of FINE WP4 is to implement the methodology developed in work package 3 and
apply it to assess the overall energy reduction on the S2R TDs and SPDs. At the end of the FINE
project quantified energy performances (energy KPIs) of addressed TDs shall be delivered for
further integration into the S2R KPI model. Further objectives of WP4 are:





Integration of results provided by the S2R TDs via work package 3;
Translation of sublevel KPIs into the S2R energy KPI;
Evaluation and update of the S2R energy KPI;
Delivery of the final energy related results achieved by S2R for the four SPDs.

Consequently Task 4.3 is responsible to assess the overall energy reduction on the S2R TDs and
SPDs. This deliverable D4.7 documents the final round of energy KPI evaluation. The KPI
assessment was performed by the OPEUS project, using the OPEUS Simulation Tool ([1][2])
earlier developed in cooperation between FINE1 and OPEUS. In Task 4.2 sub level KPIs coming
from the S2R TDs during data gathering round 3 have been collected by FINE1 and transferred
to OPEUS as input for the simulations.
This deliverable briefly describes the evaluation process of Energy KPIs and summarizes the final
KPI improvements for S2R SPDs. The underlying process of data gathering, simulation and KPI
evaluation is described in detail in D4.6 [3]. Deliverable FINE1 D4.7 is based on inputs from:









FINE D4.3 Data Gathering from S2R TDs – update [10]
FINE D4.4 Data Gathering form S2R TDs – final [4]
FINE D4.6 Evaluation of Energy KPI – update [3]
OPEUS DO3.3 S2R innovation (state 01) simulation results and periodic assessment –
Part 2 [11]
OPEUS DO4.2 Driving strategies and energy management for DAS (draft of 24/05/2019)
[9]
IMPACT D4.1 Reference scenario [7]
CAF: Direct input of KPI for SPD Metro
SIEMENS: Direct input of KPI for SPD Tram

As the present document shall be understandable as a stand-alone report, some text parts
already published in previous FINE1 deliverables are shortly repeated here. This starts with the
description of the KPI evaluation process in the following chapter.
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2. KPI EVALUATION PROCESS
The evaluation of Energy KPIs is based on a workflow defined in the Description of Action of the
FINE1 project.
In a first step the requirements for a single train energy simulation tool have been defined [12].
This tool was implemented by the S2R open call project OPEUS according to the specified
technical features and interfaces. The so called OPEUS Tool also integrates the FINE1 energy
baseline which defines the state of the art reference vehicles and service profiles for each SPD.
This definition of the energy baseline is closely linked to the work previously done in Roll2Rail
project [13], in S2R project IMPACT-1 [6][7] and in OSIRIS project [14]. The OPEUS tool was
validated and approved in close cooperation between FINE1 and OPEUS projects according to
the approval process developed in FINE1 Task 4.1. The validation process, the results and the
required improvements of the tool have been documented in FINE1 D4.1 [15].
The single train simulator approach for evaluation of energy KPIs of the technical innovations
developed in the S2R TDs was chosen because most of the energy relevant innovations are
based on improvements on vehicle level. Figure 1 depicts the linkage of the core functionality of
the OPEUS Tool to the TD innovations.

Figure 1: TD innovations and their link to the OPEUS Tool
The calculation of TD energy savings is based on the comparison of the SPDs with improved
component efficiency (further referred to as future technology) to the reference state of the art
technology as defined in the energy baseline; the reference energy KPIs for the energy baseline
have been documented in [16]. For both technologies – state of the art and future technology –
equal service profiles and ambient conditions are taken into account (Figure 2). The relevant SPD
parameters (for example car body mass or efficiency of traction chain components) are modified,
and the OPEUS Tool is used to perform the simulations with the future technology parameters.
The resulting energy consumption values are compared to the reference values of the energy
baseline to eventually derive the savings related to the analyzed future technology.
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Figure 2: Calculating S2R TD Energy Savings
To gather the data describing the energy improvements of the S2R projects each TD was
assessed by the FINE1 project members. The process and results of repeating loops of this data
gathering process are described in [10]. Figure 3 gives a short overview of data flow and
exploitation within FINE1 and across the interfaces to the overall S2R KPI evaluation taking place
in the S2R projects IMPACT-1 and IMPACT-2.

Figure 3: Data Flow and Exploitation
The FINE1 members assess the TDs to gather data describing the improvements regarding
energy demand. Two options are available to derive energy KPIs for the S2R SPDs:
Option1: The TDs deliver datasets describing the updated sub level KPIs (efficiency parameters,
mass reductions …) of their improved components. FINE1 / OPEUS perform simulations with the
OPEUS Tool to quantify the energy KPI improvement for the respective SPD in relation to the
energy baseline.
Option 2: The FINE1 member performs OPEUS Tool simulations in cooperation with the TD and
directly delivers the improved energy KPI without giving access to the component efficiency data.
In both cases the resulting energy KPI per SPD is documented and transferred to the IMPACT
projects for further aggregation into the LCC KPI.
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3. INPUTS FOR FINAL KPI EVALUATION
The KPI results are based on the input data reported by the TD representatives (Table 1) via D4.4
Data gathering from S2R TDs – final [4] or based on calculations performed by the TD
representatives themselves with direct input to this document (Table 2). In case data was provided
in D4.4, the simulations were performed by the S2R open call S2R-OC-CCA-02-2015 - Energy
usage, generation and saving approaches (OPEUS-Project).

Table 1: Data gathered and transferred to OPEUS during round 3 [4]
Future Technology from S2R technical projects

TD1.1 Traction: PM synchronous motor for and
independently rotating motor-wheel-system that
leads to an improvement in gearbox efficiency
due to the motors in Talgo’s Independent wheel
(IW) bogie (in the passenger cars) don’t have a
gearbox (gearboxes only in powerhead bogies)

Sub-TD /
Traffic
Segment

Partner
(Company)

Updated
parameters

Description
of updates

TD1.1
addresses Talgo
SPD HST

Par041,
h_GB,
efficiency
map as a
0,01
function of
efficiency
torque and
improvement
wheel speed h=
f(T,w_wheel)

TD1.3
addresses Talgo
SPD HST

Par009,
m_tare,
design mass
in working
order acc. to
EN 15663

10 t/train
reduction

TD1.5
addresses Knorr
all traffic
Bremse
segments

Par009,
m_tare,
design mass
in working
order acc. to
EN 15663

0,05 t/coach
reduction

TD1.3 Carbody shell based on lighter materials
(composites)

TD1.5 New braking systems lacking of
pneumatic circuit
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Future Technology from S2R technical projects

Sub-TD /
Traffic
Segment

Partner
(Company)

Updated
parameters

Description
of updates

Par009,
m_tare,
design mass
in working
order acc. to
EN 15663

14.5 kg /
door
reduction

TD1.6 Lighter entrance systems (doors)

TD1.6
addresses
Faiveley
all traffic
segments

CAF and Siemens performed simulations themselves and delivered updated KPI values as a
direct input to this deliverable D4.7 for the following TDs:
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Table 2: Data gathered and directly transferred to D4.7 during round 3 [4]
Future Technology from S2R technical projects

Sub-TD /
Traffic
Segment

Partner
Updated
(Company) parameters

TD1.1
addresses
SPD
Suburban
(Metro)

CAF

Motor and
inverter’s
efficiency

Direct input of
KPI for SPD
Metro to D4.7

TD1.1
addresses
Tram

Siemens

Not
specified

Direct input of
KPI for SPD
Tram to D4.7

Description of
updates

TD1.1 Traction: Silicon Carbide (SiC) converter

TD1.1 Traction: Silicon Carbide (SiC) converter

FINE evaluates the energy KPIs with the energy baseline documented in D3.1 Energy Baseline
[5]. The results are delivered to the overall S2R KPI model, which was developed in the IMPACT
1 and IMPACT 2 projects [6],[7]. Although FINE and IMPACT defined energy baselines with flat
track (no gradient) for all SPDs except SPD Freight, IMPACT exemplary defined gradient and
altitude profiles also for the SPD1 High speed, SPD2 Regional 140 and SPD3 Metro [7]. In
addition to the inputs mentioned above these gradient profiles have been used as an input to
analyse the effect of gradients on energy consumptions and to check, whether the performance
of the reference vehicles from D3.1[8] is sufficient to maintain the time table even with the
gradients being taken into account.
OPEUS performed an analysis of driver assistant systems (DAS) applied to SPDs HS300, HS250
and Freight Mainline. The results are summarized in the KPI evaluation below, for a detailed
report see OPEUS DO 4.2 [9].
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4. FINAL EVALUATION OF ENERGY KPI
The KPI results have been calculated by OPEUS project. For details about boundary conditions
and calculation methodology see OPEUS DO3.3 [11]. OPEUS also combined the different
technological improvements reported by the TDs (=Future Technologies) to calculate the overall
savings when all the considered technologies for the respective SPD. In the present document
the results are summarized and displayed as overall KPI achievements. Table 3 summarizes
which technologies have been taken into account for the different SPDs. Those marked with “x”
have been processed by the OPEUS project; for the technology – SPD – combinations marked
with “Option 2” the KPI changes have been calculated by the respective companies / projects and
delivered to FINE1 Task 4.3 for the documentation in the present document D4.7.

Improved
motor
converter (SiC)

Direct drive
with improved
gearbox

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Intercity

x

x

x

x

Regional 160

x

x

x

x

Regional 140

x

x

x

x

x

x

n.a.

Option
2

x

x

n.a.

Option
2

x

x

HST300
HST250

Metro
Tram
Freight

Smart Power
Supply

x

SPD

x

Improved line
converter (SiC)

Mass reduction
brakes

Mass reduction
doors

Mass reduction
carbody

Table 3: Mapping of Future Technologies (improvements reported by TDs) and SPDs

Besides the evaluation of energy KPIs the underlying mechanisms for energy reductions are
briefly discussed. Therefore relative energy consumptions (in comparison to the baseline
scenarios) are evaluated at different interfaces of the traction chain shown in Figure 4 for AC
topology.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of relative energy demand at different traction chain interfaces
SiC-Converter-Efficiency gains have been reported in D4.3 for Regional 140 AC trains. SiC
directly affects motor converter and line converter efficiencies and – as stated by the respective
TDs - it increases indirectly the efficiency of the conventional transformer. Within this deliverable
it is assumed, that the generic efficiency maps are suitable also for Regional 160, Intercity,
HS250/300 and Freight Mainline.
Carbody mass reductions from TD1.3 are only given for HST trains. Thus they are only considered
for HST300 and HST250. Gearbox efficiency gains (TD1.1) due to direct drive are only taken into
account for HST300 and HST250.
For Metro and Tram separate analysis of SiC technologies have been performed by CAF and
Siemens. These KPI results are displayed individually, because with those independently
calculated results it was not possible to derive an integrated KPI improvement.

4.1 SPD HST 300
The following technological improvements have been considered for the integrated calculation of
HST300 energy KPI with Option 1:





mass reductions of carbody, doors and braking systems, relative weight reduction on train
level 2.38%
improved line and motor converters (SiC)
efficiency improvements for conventional transformer due to SiC line converter
improved gearbox
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Figure 5: Relative energy improvement for SPD HST300
The relative energy improvement depicted in Figure 5 shows a slight decrease of traction energy
at the wheels which is mainly due to the reduced mass of the train. Total braking energy at the
wheels is reduced by more than two percent, which is obviously reflecting the reduced kinetic
energy of the lighter vehicle. However, electrodynamic braking energy at the wheels is unaffected,
while the mechanic braking energy is reduced by almost twelve percent. Hence wear of the
mechanic brakes is also strongly reduced having a positive effect on brake maintenance and
related LCC. Regarding energies at DC link the higher efficiency of traction drives and motor
converters leads to 1.76% decrease of traction energy and an increase of almost 2% in
recuperated energy at DC link. Due to the smaller motor and converter losses the auxiliary energy
needed for cooling of the components is positively affected with a reduction close to 0.5%.
Rheostatic braking is not applied in any case. At the catenary additional energy savings are
apparent due to increased efficiency resulting from SiC line converter and related efficiency
improvements in the main transformer.
The overall improvement of the energy KPIs in SPD HST300 considering the S2R improvements
in comparison to the energy baseline amounts 5.04% (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD HST300

4.2 SPD HST250
The technological improvements considered for the calculation of HST250 energy KPI with Option
1 are identical to the HST300 improvements:





mass reductions of carbody, doors and braking systems, relative weight reduction on train
level 2.38%
improved line and motor converters (SiC)
efficiency improvements for conventional transformer due to SiC line converter
improved gearbox

The reduction mechanisms are basically identical to those described for HST300, but due to the
different service profile with additional stops the savings are different. Additional acceleration and
deceleration events lead to a different load collective with a higher share of high traction and
braking power compared to the HST300 load collective. The total brake energy at wheels is
reduced by 9.2%, and energy dissipated by the mechanical brakes respectively brake wear is
reduced by 10.7%. However, in this case also recuperated ED braking energy at wheels is
reduced as a consequence of many braking events at low speed, where ED braking energy is not
limited by the maximum ED brake effort leading to an effective reduction of electric brake power
at the wheels.
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Figure 7: Relative energy improvement for SPD HST250
In the HST250 case the improved efficiency of converters, motors and transformer does not fully
compensate the reduction of ED brake energy at wheels; thus the 7.62% reduction of ED braking
energy at wheels results in a reduction of 6.18% at DC link and 3.59% at catenary. However, as
traction energy at wheels is reduced by almost 2%, by 3.5% at DC link and by 5.3% at catenary,
the net energy consumption is anyway reduced by 5.4%. This bigger net energy savings
compared to the HST300 service profile clearly indicate, that mass reductions are more efficient
in case of speed profiles with increased number of acceleration and deceleration events.
The overall reductions of energy KPIs amount 5.4% in the SPD HST250 case (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD HST250
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4.3 SPD INTERCITY
The following technological improvements have been considered for the calculation of SPD
Intercity energy KPI with Option 1:




mass reductions of doors and braking systems, relative weight reduction on train level
0.22%
improved line and motor converters (SiC)
efficiency improvements for conventional transformer due to SiC line converter

Figure 9: Relative energy improvement for SPD Intercity
In contrast to the HST SPDs no carbody mass reductions have been considered, thus the overall
weight reduction of 0.22% is comparably low; anyway, this already leads to 0.06% less traction
energy at the wheels and (together with other improvements) to 2.89% reduced traction energy
at the catenary. The major part of energy savings is a consequence of increased motor and line
converter efficiencies and the related efficiency gains in traction drives and transformer. At DC
link (catenary) traction energy demand is decreased by 0.77% (2.89%) and recuperated energy
is increased by 0.86% (3.95%). Energy dissipated in mechanical brakes is cut by 1.65%, which
should lead to a reduction of brake-wear related LCC in approximately the same scale. The net
energy at catenary and the integrated reduction of energy KPIs for SPD Intercity (Figure 10) totals
3.52%.
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Figure 10: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD Intercity

4.4 SPD REGIONAL 160 & SPD REGIONAL 140
The following technological improvements have been considered for the calculation of Regional
160 and SPD Regional 140 energy KPIs with Option 1:




mass reductions of doors and braking systems, relative weight reduction on train level
0.54%
improved line and motor converters (SiC)
efficiency improvements for conventional transformer due to SiC line converter

The parameters of the train models are identical for both SPDs, but the service profiles are
different. Analogous to SPD intercity the mass reductions of brakes and doors have been
considered while carbody mass reductions have been out of scope. The total mass was reduced
by 0.54%, leading to wheel traction energy savings of 0.12% in SPD Regional 160 (Figure 11)
and 0.26% in SPD Regional 140 (Figure 12). Total braking energy and ED brake energy at the
wheels have been reduced by 1.42 % respectively 1.32% (Regional 160) and 0.51% respectively
0.43% (Regional 140). The 20.97% decrease in mechanical brake energy is surprisingly high for
the Regional 160 case; this is a consequence of the very low absolute value of energy dissipated
in mechanical brakes, which is further reduced, leading to a high relative saving. In Regional 140
case the mechanical brake energy dissipation of 5.73% is also based on a very low absolute
value.
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Figure 11: Relative energy improvement for SPD Regional 160

Figure 12: Relative energy improvement for SPD Regional 140
Analogous to HST and Intercity SPDs the DC link energies benefit in both cases from the
improved efficiency of converters and traction drives. In Regional 140 case this leads to a 0.63%
increase of recuperated energy at DC link, although the ED-braking energy at wheels is reduced
by 0.43%. Traction energy at catenary is reduced in both cases (4.64% for Regional 160, 6.84%
for Regional 140), in Regional 140 case this is mainly due to a big saving in auxiliary energy at
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DC link. Eventually the net energy savings and the reductions of energy KPIs (Figure 13, Figure
14) are 5.16% for SPD Regional 160 and 9.14% for SPD Regional 140.

Figure 13: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD Regional 160

Figure 14: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD Regio140

4.5 SPD METRO
As mentioned before the energy KPI improvements for SPD Metro are based on OPEUS
calculations (Option 1) as well as direct delivery of KPI results (Option 2). The following
technological improvements have been considered for the OPEUS calculation of Metro energy
KPI with Option 1:


mass reductions of doors and braking systems, relative weight reduction on train level
0.51% (negligible)

Figure 15 depicts the relative energy savings due to the small mass reductions of doors and
braking systems. Traction and brake energy at the wheels have been reduced by 0.32%
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respectively 0.39%, ED braking energy remains unchanged. Mechanical brake energy at wheels
is decreased by 4.59%. At DC link 0.34% of traction energy is saved, while recuperated energy
is not affected.

Figure 15: Relative energy improvement for SPD Metro with Option 1
At the catenary the reduction of traction energy accounts to 0.27% and the net energy savings as
well as the KPI improvements (Figure 16) are calculated to 0.42%. Due to the small mass
reductions the resulting energy savings are negligible.

Figure 16: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD Metro (Option 1)
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The calculation of improved SiC converters was performed by CAF with Option 2 (Figure 17). At
the wheels traction energy is improved by 0.43% and total brake energy as well as ED-braking
energy and mechanical brake energy decreased by 0.8%. The higher converter efficiency
improves DC link traction energy demand by 1.37%; recuperated energy is increased by 0.11%,
although ED energy at the wheels was lower than in baseline scenario. At the catenary the traction
energy decreased by 1.05% and recuperated energy was increased by 0.16%.

Figure 17: Relative energy improvement for SPD Metro with Option 2
The net energy savings at the catenary and the KPI improvements (Figure 18) due to the SiC
motor converters eventually sum up to 1.73%.

Figure 18: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD Metro (Option 2)
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4.6 SPD TRAM
Like in the Metro SPD the energy KPI improvements for SPD Tram are based on OPEUS
calculations (Option 1) as well as direct delivery of KPI results (Option 2). The following
technological improvements have been considered for the OPEUS calculation of Tram energy
KPI with Option 1:


mass reductions of doors and braking systems, relative weight reduction on train level
1.03%.

As shown in Figure 19 the relatively low mass reductions lead to wheel traction energy savings
of 0.64% and braking energy savings of 0.78%, which are fully assigned to ED braking energy
savings. Mechanical brake energy remains unchanged. The traction energy at DC link decreased
by 0.63% and recuperated energy by 0.80%. The net energy at the catenary and thus the energy
KPIs (Figure 20) due to the mass reductions were improved by 0.18%. Anyway, due to the small
mass reductions the resulting energy savings are negligible.

Figure 19: Relative energy improvement for SPD Tram with Option 1
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Figure 20: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD Tram (Option 1)
The following technological improvements have been considered by Siemens for the calculation
of Tram (Option 2) energy KPI:


SiC auxiliary and traction converters and therefore improved efficiency of propulsion
components

Figure 21: Relative energy improvement for SPD Tram with Option 2
As Figure 21 shows traction and brake energy at the wheels are not affected by the new converter
technology. At the DC link and the catenary 1.86% and 1.51% of traction energy savings have
been reported; recuperation energy was increased by 2.31% at DC link and by 3.17% at catenary.
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The auxiliary energy at DC link was cut by 1.04%, and net energy consumption reduction as well
as energy KPI improvements (Figure 22) of 2.69% have been reported.

Figure 22: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD Tram (Option 2)

4.7 SPD FREIGHT MAINLINE
The following technological improvements have been considered by OPEUS for the calculation
of Freight Mainline energy KPI with Option 1:



improved line and motor converters (SiC)
efficiency improvements for conventional transformer due to SiC

The relative energy savings (Figure 23) point out, that energy at the wheels remains unchanged,
while at the DC link traction energy was cut by 0.69% and recuperated energy increased by
1.21%. Due to smaller losses in the motor converters the auxiliary energy required for component
cooling was diminished by 0.41%. At the catenary the traction energy reductions were calculated
to 3.23% and recuperated energy increased by 4.64%.
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Figure 23: Relative energy improvement for SPD Freight Mainline
In total, the net energy demand at the catenary is thus reduced by 3.96%, and energy KPIs (Figure
24) are improved by the same value.

Figure 24: Integrated energy KPI reduction for SPD Freight Mainline
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5. KPI RESULTS FROM OTHER SOURCES
The present document is the final FINE deliverable with relation to energy KPIs. Therefore it shall
also summarize previous and other KPI evaluations performed during the project work of FINE1
and OPEUS.

5.1 SMART POWER SUPPLY FOR SPD HST300
In FINE1 D4.6 an analysis of energy improvements due to smart power supply (TD3.9) was
presented [3]. The responsible WP3 of TD 3.9 is focused on the French AC network
25 kV / 50 Hz. Its main objective is to design and develop implementation constraints (protection,
security, etc.) of a new 50 Hz smart substation. This substation will allow the double side feeding
using innovative power electronics systems like FACTS (Flexible-AC-Transmission-System). The
solution proposed in TD3.9 is to mix FACTs and conventional transformers. Obviously, adding
converters or transformers adds losses compared to traditional 25 kV power supply. On the other
hand adding the proposed substations in French AC network will delete the neutral section.
Actually this phase separation between two substations imposes the trains to switch off their
energy supply which causes speed and time losses. These losses have to be compensated by
acceleration and deceleration phases which induce additional energy demand. Removal of the
neutral sections therefore has the potential to improve energy demand. This potential was
assessed in a study by SNCF. To achieve the energy improvements due to the aforementioned
removal of neutral sections two steps have been achieved by SNCF:
1. A new speed cycle (Figure 25) has been calculated from a dedicated simulation tool developed
by SNCF Innovation & Research. This takes into account phase separations:




The train loses speed in the neutral section and is late on the schedule ((1) in Figure 25),
Important accelerations must be made to get back to the normal speed after a phase
separation ((3) in Figure 26),
A part of the intended coasting is lost for the train to catch up the schedule ((2) in Figure
25).

2. The new driving cycle has been implemented into OPEUS tool to calculate the energy
improvement of TD3.9 on the train consumption at the catenary level.

Figure 25: Impact of neutral section HST speed cycle
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Figure 26: Impact of neutral section HST power
To conclude this study, a reduction of the overall energy by about 2.2% (Figure 27) is reachable
taking into account one of the goal of WP3 of TD 3.9. But, as has been highlighted in the
introduction of this section these new substations will add converter or transformer losses
compared to traditional 25 kV power substations. These losses have to be taken into account to
conclude about the overall energy saving of this TD.

Figure 27: Impact of neutral section HST Energy at catenary level

5.2 DRIVER ASSISTANCE SYSTEM (DAS)
During the data gathering rounds of FINE1 it was not possible to gather input data from TDs
dealing with DAS for the assessment of the driver assistance systems developed in S2R.
Therefore the potential of these systems is summarized here based on an independent
assessment of DAS systems and related driving strategies performed by the OPEUS project. The
original report describing the OPEUS work is documented in OPEUS DO4.2 Driving strategies
and energy management for DAS [9].
The summarized OPEUS work is in close relation with their work carried out during development
of OPEUS simulation tool. Based on the reference simulations for the FINE1 energy baseline
different DAS approaches have been taken to improve the performance of vehicles and reduce
energy consumption while ensuring close adherence to the timetable. The first part of the OPEUS
report presents the development of an energy optimal driving strategy, explaining the trajectory
planner of OPEUS-Tool and optimization algorithms. The second part summarizes algorithmic
improvements, strategies and energy management approaches.
The main results of the OPEUS DAS study are summarized in the following citation from DO4.2:
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“Operational and driving strategies have a major influence in energy consumption. Optimization
algorithms have shown up to 8.2% energy savings, in the case of the reference HS300 service.
These savings are increased for profiles with altitude up to 12.3%. The application of the switchoff strategy allows for high energy savings, especially in urban and regional services, with 9% and
8% savings respectively.”
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The energy KPI analysis (Figure 28) described in chapter “4 Final Evaluation of Energy KPI”
mainly focused on mass reductions and SiC converter efficiency improvements. For those SPDs
where calculation of integrated energy KPIs was feasible, the resulting improvements of energy
KPI range between 3.5% for SPD Intercity and 9.1% for SPD Regional140. In Metro and Tram
SPD a separate assessment of different technologies was performed, showing the potential of
SiC converter application with 1.7% energy KPI improvement for Metro SPD and 2.7% for Tram
SPD. In these SPDs the quite small relative mass reductions (-0.51% in both cases) resulted in
0.4% energy savings for Metro SPD and 0.18% for Tram SPD; the improvement of energy KPI
due to mass reductions is therefore negligible for SPD Metro and SPD Tram.

Figure 28: Improvement of energy KPI per SPD. Metro and Tram improvements are split
into mass related saving potential and savings due to new SiC converters
SiC converters have a strong effect on energy demand. In AC traction systems the series
connections of line and motor converters leverages additional energy reductions, if SiC converters
are used. The described secondary effects in traction drives and transformers lead to a significant
increase in overall traction chain efficiency, hence a positive effect on LCC by decreasing traction
energy demand and increasing the amount of recuperated brake energy.
In the energy analysis of most SPDs the decrease of mechanical brake energy - respectively
brake wear – is significantly higher than the relative mass reduction (Figure 29). The Tram SPD
is out of scope here, because as in the Tram baseline simulations only electric brakes are used,
no mechanic brake energy is dissipated, and therefore mechanic brake energy cannot be
reduced. The displayed data indicates that mass reductions not only save traction energy at the
wheels, but also imply secondary LCC savings by decreasing usage of mechanical brakes and
lowering brake wear. Due to these secondary effects mass reduction is assumed a very efficient
measure to decrease overall LCC of rolling stock.
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Figure 29: Relationship between mass reduction and reduction of energy dissipated in
mechanical brakes for different SPDs
The assessment of TD3.9 “smart power supply” revealed, that in single side fed AC power
systems, such as the French 25kV 50 Hz system, the prevention of neutral sections has a
potential to reduce energy demand on train level. However, these energy savings on train level
are accompanied by further losses on the infrastructure side, namely in the sub stations due to
additional power electronic components. With the current knowledge of the technological
solutions it was not yet possible to get a clear view on the overall influence on energy demand.
The study on driver assistance systems, driving strategies and related energy management
performed by OPEUS exposed for all SPDs a high potential to reduce energy demand on train
level. Principally beneficial for these solutions is the relatively low effort in terms of system
integration and hardware modifications, because the solution is mainly a software based
management system.
As a conclusion for this deliverable the main results produced during the lifetime of FINE1 project
are briefly summarized:








Successful development and application of a methodology, process and tool to assess
S2R technologies in terms of their impact on energy demand;
Reference scenarios and system platform datasets describing the energy baseline have
been defined and distributed in S2R. First they have been mainly used for the evaluation
of energy KPI, but now they are also applied as a standard reference in other S2R projects
(IMPACT, X2RAIL-3, …) ;
A sophisticated energy simulation tool for application in the S2R environment was
implemented, validated and deployed in close collaboration between FINE1 and OPEUS;
S2R energy expert network was established, connecting people and topics throughout
S2R technological and cross-cutting activities;
Standardization of energy performance assessment was supported by participation in the
development of EN50591 “Specification and verification of energy consumption for railway
rolling stock”. In April 2019 the standard was sent to CEN/CENELEC for publication.
Complementary to the standardization work a proposal for energy labelling of railway
rolling stock was developed and published;
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Last, but not least: Integrated energy KPIs for the four S2R SPDs have been quantified and
published for further usage in the S2R KPI models (this deliverable).
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